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PAC 2001: We showed how to think about the
dynamics of decay electrons and synchrotron light
in muon collider arc dipoles.

In this paper, we demonstrated several aspects of the
dynamics of decay electrons and their synchrotron
radiation that were not widely appreciated at that
time:
Decay electrons describe betatron orbits withDecay electrons describe betatron orbits with

equilibrium @ location in coil region of dipole.
Synchrotron light has critical energy >>GeV, so

cannot be easily contained by simple tube in dipole.cannot be easily contained by simple tube in dipole.
Midplane opening must extend far beyond coil if it

is to channel decay particles to end of dipole.
With such a deep cut, �‘most�’ particles can beWith such a deep cut, most particles can be

passed to room temp absorber at end of dipole.



Track decay electrons and synchrotron
light through candidate dipole designslight through candidate dipole designs
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Need more horizontal aperture and
more return flux to turn the electronsmore return flux to turn the electrons
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All electrons clear, low energy photons can intercept on tubes
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Check vertical trajectories with pty = 30 MeV/c
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Deflection of OMAR dipole
under Lorentz forcesunder Lorentz forces

Coil region deflects vertically by 0.1 mm under full Lorentz load.
With appropriate design, it might be possible to live with this deflection.
Otherwise put more cold steel (!)



Inner set of windings are levitated, top/bottom
windings supported by skyhookwindings supported by skyhook



Conclusions
It is possible to design an open midplane active
return (OMAR) dipole that transports ~all particles( ) p p p
> 50 MeV out the end of the dipole without
interacting.g
With an iris of ~±4 mm, ~all particles passing
through the iris would clear the next dipole.through the iris would clear the next dipole.
No detailed analysis of magnetic field quality, iris
impedances mechanical stress/strain heatimpedances, mechanical stress/strain, heat
deposition distribution, etc. have been done.
If lik thi t d t it dIf you like this concept and want it pursued, we
need funding for a grad student and half postdoc.


